
activity book



Activity book for the fall period

Here is a little activity book to entertain your children 

during the holidays or on a rainy day. :-) 

You'll find inside little play games that children loooove : 

mazes, dot to dot, 7 errors and much more ! 

The free printables at kidslife.co are for personal use 

only, you may not sell, share, or link directly to these 

files. 

This activity book is free, you can print it whenever you 

want. So please, do share the website url if you like it. 

It's the best way to thanks me. :-) 

I hope your kids will love it ! 

See you soon,



The good silhouette

Leaves everywhere

Among all these autumn leaves, find the single oak's leaf.

Link the animal to the corresponding shadow.



Connect the dots

Butterfly to enrich

Filled the butterfly by reproducing the motifs already drawn.

Connect points to discover what is hidden.



Labyrinth

Help the little hedgehog to find his mother.

Logical sequence

Complete the logical sequence.



Fall's jigsaw

Cut out the pieces and replace them in the correct order on another sheet. 

You will also be able to color the puzzle once it is put back in place. 



Magical rain

Suppose the raindrops were of all colors ? 

Have fun by adding colorful drops and continuing the cloud's 

stripes. 



7 errors

Spot the 7 differences between these two drawings and tick 

each time you find one.



Feeding animals

Connect each animal to what it eats.

Question of size

Classify these mushrooms by numbering them from the smallest to the 

largest.



Labyrinth

Help each child find his kite.



Magic coloring

Color this drawing according to the color code.



The good silhouette

How old are the trees ?

Guess the age of each tree by counting the number of dark 

circles. 

Connect each sheet to the corresponding shadow.
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Fall's pictures

Connect the  dots

Connect points to discover what is hidden. 

Circle what you can find in autumn.



7 errors

Find the 7 differences between these two drawings and tick 

each time you find one.



Jeweled Trees

Inspire yourself from what you see to make your own jewelry 

tree.

Natasha Wescoat is an 

American artist, born in 

1982. 

She is well known for her 

pretty trees so particular 

and colorful, 

called Jeweled Trees. 



Labyrinth

Connect the dots

Connect points to discover what is hidden.

Help the frog to join his nenuphar.


